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Contributing Editors 
 
 

Web & Report Admin: Cisco Serret  

Competition: 
 

Terry Lentz  

Marine Science: Dr. Mark Steele  

Offshore Adventures: Brad Moungeau 

Presentation: Anthony Funeciello 

Safety: Doug Van Mullem 

 
The above editors helped immeasurably to bring this report to life. The goal of this 
report is to provide quality, current information to the readers. The editors above and I 
appreciate your input and sincerely hope you enjoy reading this report as much as we 
do bringing it to you each month.   
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Disclaimer Disclaimer 
  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

This report is issued to enhance the local underwater hunters experience
with the hope that it will make your water time more productive. It is not the
intent of this report to infringe on anyone’s privacy or compromise favorite
hunting spots. I attempt to disseminate fairly general information, which I
hope will help make your ocean experience more enjoyable.  

The sport of underwater hunting and or fishing can be dangerous and can
cause injury and/or death. Although these reports emphasize safety while
fishing or hunting, no person should rely on this information for his or her
own safety. It is each individual personally responsibility to fish and/or hunt
safely.     
 
The information contained in this report is designed as a reference and is not
designed to be a substitute for formal training and or instruction by a
qualified instructor or institution. Misunderstanding any information or
strategies outlined in this report may result in serious injury and/or death
and not the responsibility of the author. Each underwater hunter or
fisherman is responsible for exercising sound judgment when making
decisions about their own abilities and limitations relating to underwater
hunting and or fishing. 
 
The author provides no guarantees or warranties, expressed or implied. The
information contained in this report is accurate and or correct to the best of
the author’s knowledge.  
 
You agree to assume all responsibilities and risk for all related activities and
outcomes while using any of the strategies and or information contained in 
this report. You and your heirs agree to release the author and his estate
from all liability now and forever for information contained herein.  
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Photos of the Month 
    
Fish: Giant Black Seabass (Stereolepis gigas) 
Photo by: Brad Moungeau  

  
   

 
      San Clemente Island Black Seabass  

  
Please! Email PHOTOS and STORIES to skiphellen@earthlink.net   
Photos are needed, underwater action photos of our favorite game fish and 
unusual specimens are best. It takes tremendous hunting skill to properly 
photograph our marine neighbors. A photo can last a lifetime for all to enjoy. 
Please send some photos and stories to the address below. 

 

mailto:skiphellen@earthlink.net
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Fish: Giant Black Seabass (Stereolepis gigas) 
Photo by: Nate Baker  

 

 
      Catalina Island Black Seabass  

 
It takes incredible skill and perhaps years of patience to capture an image of 

an animal of this incredibly size and remarkably high quality 
 

Thanks Brad and Nate for sharing these wonderful images with us. It 
look like the Black Seabass populations are doing well indeed as a 

result of the inshore gill net ban of the early 90’s. 
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Web Links of the Month 
 

http://www.blueh20.com/
Welcome to the world of freediving and under water hunting 
Whether you're just starting out, or are an experienced spear fisherman, The Blue 
Water Hunter can satisfy all your needs. The Blue Water Hunter dive shop is the 
only store in the country solely devoted to the art of freediving and spear fishing. We 
go the extra mile to bring you the highest quality merchandise the industry has to 
offer from the United States, Italy, France and Spain. We, as industry leaders have 
designed an innovative freediving wetsuit, now available to the public. 
 
Our commitment to quality and service is equaled only by our commitment to the 
ocean environment and its inhabitants. We encourage all our customers to help 
promote a positive image of hunting by practicing proper hunting etiquette. This 
includes abiding by all fish and game regulations, taking only what you need and 
following all safety rules. 
 
 
http://www.turners.com/engage/reports_fishreport.php  
This is a weekly fish report and is one of the most comprehensive fishing reports in 
southern California. This report covers fresh as well as salt water game. It lists 
current hot spots and photos of some of the week’s largest catches.  

 
http://www.terrafin.com/sstview/faq.htm
Terrafin is a subscription web service. Not only do they offer satellite surface water 
temperature reports but they have recently added a new service showing water 
chlorophyll reports. This service makes it possible to monitor water clarity from the 
comfort of your home via the computer. View both the satellite surface water temperature 
and chlorophyll reports later in this report.  
 
I am very excited about this new feature. It adds a new tool to our fish finding bag of 
tricks. Terrafin is a must for the serious big fish hunter.    
 
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/history/index.php?id=11  
To see a list of all White Seabass ever speared over 70 lbs. log onto the above web site. 

http://www.blueh20.com/
http://www.turners.com/engage/reports_fishreport.php
http://www.terrafin.com/sstview/faq.htm
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/history/index.php?id=11
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Catch of the Month  

 
75.8 lb. WSB 
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This catch is proof the monster WSB are in. Congratulations! Andy for your personal best 
White Sea Bass, this is truly a career moment catch.   
 

Catch / Story By: Andy Taylor 
Story Title: My Lucky Day 
Species: White Sea Bass (Atractoscion nobilis)  
Weight: 75.8 lbs. 
Spot: Supper, Supper, Supper Secret Hot Spot!!!!! 
Web Site: Blue Water Hunter Dive Shop http://www.blueh20.com/ 

 
It seemed like an eternity since I had gone diving. Almost a month since I had hit the water to 
dive or even jump in and surf. Constant winds, dirty water, no good fish reports and work, 
work, work had kept me from doing my main responsibility as a dive shop owner, which should 
be diving, right? Friday was a busy day and I wanted to get on the boat early but I could see the 
standard trend to a late departure. This Friday would be like any normal Friday unless you 
looked at the calendar, Friday the 13th, a day that makes most people cringe when they think 
about it. I’m not a superstitious person but you always have to keep a sharp eye out for total 
disaster on this day. We left the Santa Barbara harbor around 3:00 for an afternoon boat ride 
and investigative dive on a few of our local kelp beds and reefs. I was with my trusty dive 
partner Bryan Risdon, young Jedi and Carpinteria local; he was pretty excited to be on the boat 
too, as all of his latest diving was off the tar covered beaches of Isla Vista. 
   
We showed up at one of my favorite spots to find a small patty of kelp left on the surface. The 
lack of a kelp bed usually means that the current is up and the fish would be hard to find and 
generally on the bottom in 50-60 feet. I got my gear ready, suited up and jumped off the boat 
only to find myself 100 yards away by the time I had my gun loaded. The visibility was a 
chunky 10-12 feet which wasn’t that bad with all the wind we have been having lately. It was 
hard to get excited with the raging current and poor visibility but I was just happy to be out in 
the water. I’ve shot some nice fish at this kelp bed and always know that a surprise might be 
lurking around any corner that I swim by, so that kept my interest up. I searched the outer kelp 
bed from top to bottom and didn’t see much of anything other than small calicos and 2ft long 
jack smelt. Nearing sunset the current slacked off slightly and the kelp began to rise. I moved to 
the inside and went to check a little area that I had shot a 45 pound fish 2 years ago, to see if 
anybody was home.  
        
It always seems that just when you start daydreaming and doubting the presence of any fish is 
when they magically appear. I dove down to 20 feet to move around a large mat of kelp. I 
slowly moved around a kelp stalks and was startled by a very large shiny harbor seal, or was it a 
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fish? To my surprise the silver giant that swam in front of me was the size of a big male harbor 
seal, and was actually a lunker of a White Seabass. I knew instantly that I was staring at the 
largest Seabass I had ever seen and maybe a record fish. I was completely mesmerized. All I 
could think about was where in the hell do I shoot this thing. I knew that a misplaced shot 
would make the Friday the 13th nightmare come true so I aimed my Riffe Island gun, “The 
Widower Maker,” at the spine and let the spear fly.  
 
I would normally feel confident about fighting a big fish through my float-line but this day I 
was using a 50foot long piece of poly rope that I used for my crab net because a so called friend 
borrowed my normal line and had not returned it to me in time for this dive. I was at the end of 
my rope in a split second and was scared that the fish would swim off with everything and say 
bye, bye. I had no choice besides chasing it down this all the way through the kelp bed to keep 
my line above water and prevent the fish from escaping. The monster of a fish finally got 
tangled up on the bottom and I couldn’t feel any movement on the end of the line.  
 
I was freaking out because I couldn’t see the fish, or more importantly, where my shot landed.  
Imagine winning the lottery and having someone tell you that you might lose all the money if 
you couldn’t climb up Mount Everest and retrieve it, that’s how I felt at that moment. I knew 
the prize was down there, but how to claim it. I finally caught my breath and made a dive down 
my float rope to see what was going on down there. I dove down to 40 ft and saw my gun 
tangled in a large ball of kelp and the fish slow moving back and forth on the bottom in 55feet 
of water. The good news was my shot had perfectly toggled the fish about 8 inches behind the 
gills and right below the spine. I was still unsure of how I was going to get the fish to the 
surface.  Normally I would go down, kill the fish with my knife, cut the kelp and yank the fish 
up, but this was no normal fish and required a different mind set.   
 
I tried to prepare myself on the surface by closing my eyes and trying to get my heart rate down, 
but nothing seemed to work. I even tried thinking about baseball. I decided that I was only good 
for a couple of dives at that depth, being out of shape with the hideous winter we had in Santa 
Barbara. I grabbed on to the rope and pulled myself down through the dark murky water and 
kelp to get my prize. I got to my speargun and figured that the fastest way to get the fish up was 
to disconnect my shaft from the gun, swim down, grab the fish and swim back to the surface.  
Only problem, the fish may have another idea of where it wanted to be and I’m sure it wasn’t in 
my cooler. So I boldly did what I would tell anybody not to do and disconnected my shaft for 
the rodeo free grab at 55 feet. I drifted down from the gun and basically did an open field tackle 
on the fish, latched on to the inside of its gills and held on as hard as I could. Anybody who 
spears large fish knows that they always come back to life like the Terminator and proceed to 
beat the hell out of you. That’s pretty much what happened: the fish went crazy and I hung on 
for the ride. Luckily, I was able to point the fish upward and get it to swim me to the surface 
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with a little effort on my part. Upon reaching the surface, I threw a figure 4 leg lock on the fish 
and thanked my high school wrestling coach for his foresight that there was actually a practical 
use for wrestling in the real world. I was afraid to let go of the gills and get my knife out to kill 
the fish so I hung on as hard as I could and started back to the boat. It seemed the fish became 
more and more alive as I was swimming with it and it took all my strength to keep it from 
wiggling out of my hands and swimming away forever.  
 
I finally made it along side the boat and tied the fish to a rope that I had hanging over the rail. I 
felt like I had pulled off a miracle and climbed my own personal Everest because it wasn’t my 
breath hold that was able to retrieve the fish, only sheer determination and experience that 
allowed me to pull it off. In hindsight I could have done things more conservatively, but I might 
still be there sawing kelp stalks. 
 
Brian came back to the boat with a 10 pound Sheephead and saw my spear and a giant tail 
hanging over the side of the boat. He asked me if I speared a dolphin and I had to double check.  
We started back to the harbor and made a few calls to make sure our fish market neighbors 
would be around with their scale and those close to the family could come and check out the 
fish. High fives and cold beer were flowing on the way home until we had a brief detour. We 
were roughly a mile from the harbor and the boat suddenly quit running and silently glided to a 
stop. Ouch! Damn, gas was more expensive than it was the last time I went diving, and there we 
sat with all of our friends on the dock. Luckily, I have a few connections in town and a friend 
paddled his surfboard with a gas can out to us and saved the day. Back on the road, and into the 
harbor, where we were greeted by 20-30 smiling faces. We all gathered around the outside of 
the shop and prepared to weigh the fish. Would it be a record? I hoped so. The fish topped out 
the scales at 75.8 pounds, not quite a record but pretty damn close. The length of the fish was 61 
inches and 32 inches around the belly, a true monster.   
 
The greatest thing about this day, there were no expectations of big fish or any fish at all, just a 
couple of friends going diving on sunny day. My advice to any divers out there, have fun while 
you dive, you never know what might be around the next corner and check your favorite spots 
religiously. My advice to any Seabass out there, stay home on Friday the 13th. 
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Off Shore Adventures By; Brad Moungeau      

 
       Good skiff at Cortez Bank 

 

Brad has logged close to 100,000 miles traveling our off shore waters, with most of these 
miles going to San Nicholas, San Clemente Islands and Cortez bank. Brad has traveled all 
these miles in a 19’, flat bottom, open skiff which he designed and built himself. San Nicholas 
Island is his favorite destination and has been there numerous times over the years.  
 
Brad hung up his fishing rods several years ago in favor of preserving the few marine 
neighbors who are still residents in our offshore underwater habitats. He has studied 
California prevailing off shore weather patterns and he has added tremendous insight to my 
understanding regarding this subject. He is a master in the subject of predicting offshore 
marine weather and seamanship, a true adventurer and lover of the sea. Brad has more 
passion and love for the sea than anyone I have ever met; he embodies the meaning of the 
words, “offshore adventurer.”  
 
Brad has agreed to be the Offshore Adventurer editor for the underwater hunters report. 
His spellbinding stories and adventures will grace the pages of this report each month from 
now on. If you read the story last month, “The Splendid Gale,” or the story about, “Brads 
Buddy,” the month before you know what I mean. We welcome Brad and look for ward to his 
passionate marine perspective. Welcome aboard Brad, enjoy the ride on the underwater 
hunters report.    
 
To experience some of Brads other adventures visit his web site at the address below;  
 
http://www.loveofsea.com/
 
Drop in for a visit enjoy a journey with me and the sea 
Brad Moungeau 

http://www.loveofsea.com/
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Where are the fish?? 
 

 
 

The above chart appears on the web site below. This chart indicates where the fishermen 
are having some success. This chart shows San Clemente Island with Catalina Island in 
the middle, LA harbor at the top middle and the PV peninsula on the top left. 

 

http://www.pacificedgetackle.com/fishreport.aspx  

 
 

http://www.pacificedgetackle.com/fishreport.aspx
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Report 
 
The water temperature has finally inched above 60 degrees in most of our favorite fishing 
holes. Big White Sea Bass have made a very strong showing this year with more than five 
60+ lb. fish already landed by underwater hunters. Last week the largest WSB of the year a 
monster 75.8 lb. taken by Andy Taylor of Santa Barbara.  
 
HOTBITES: 
Albacore; The bite slowed dramatically last week for most anglers aboard charter sport 
boats. The San Diego off shore fleet has had good luck with albacore from 15-0 to 30-0 and 
paddy yellowtail from 6-0 to 12-0.  
 
Yellowtail; There has been lots of yellowtail seen along the coast from Dana Point to the La 
Jolla Kelp Beds, and at offshore islands, including the Coronado Islands, Santa Barbara 
Island, San Clemente Island, and Catalina Island. Lots of yellowtail have been seen at 
Catalina Island, but they are still slow biting. Poor weather may be the only factors holding 
back the bite on the large amounts of yellowtail around the Coronado Islands.  
 
White Sea Bass; The bite at the Catalina Island has been mostly nonexistent, but many boats 
reported seeing huge numbers of White Sea Bass cruising around. There are reports of 
anglers landed three White Sea Bass from 35-0 to 50-0 and one yellowtail weighing 35-0. 
 
Bonito; Bonito continue to show in good numbers around Catalina Island. Remember Bonito 
are mounting a nice comeback after being decimated by commercial nets. We need to be 
responsible and let these tremendously hard freighting game fish rebound and regain healthy 
number in our waters once again. Only sound, practical harvesting practices by all will allow 
this to happen.       
 
Calico Bass; Calico bass fishing is wide-open along the coast and at all the local islands.  
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Southern Report 
 
Southern Coast (SC); There has been excellent WSB presence along the coast this year with 
many fish taken over 60 lb. In general the water visibility has been very poor most of this 
year thus far.  
 
Catalina Island (CI); The WSB have been very difficult this year. Yellowtail have made a 
very nice early showing but seem to never be in the same place twice.   
 
San Clemente Island (SCI); Some very nice Yellowtail action has been reported but few 
WSB. 
  
Cortez and Tanner banks (TB & CB); I just returned from Cortez bank hunting in very 
difficult current conditions and poor visibility with 60-62 degree water. I am pleased to 
report that the kelp that was reported to be missing this year is incorrect. Even though the 
kelp has thinned out roughly 30-50% sense last year the kelp is alive and well in most of the 
same locations. There are Yellowtail and WSB in good numbers. Unfortunately the 
commercial gill net carnage is about to begin on June 15th.  
 
In years passed commercial gill netters have had a devastating effect on both YT and WSB 
at Cortez bank in particular. It is my hope that there will be a DFG enforcement presence 
this year to make sure the netting is done within legal parameters. Commercial gill nets must 
stray in 30 fathoms or 180’ of water to be legal. I for one would like this rule to vigorously 
enforced at Cortez bank this year. I believe if this law is enforced the carnage will be 
significantly reduced. After all the inshore gill net ban was conceived to protect species from 
trapping the breeder zone and has produced perhaps the most positive results of any 
management law of modern times. The fact that this commercial fishing is done 100 miles 
off shore should not give commercial gill net fishermen the right to ignore the 30 fathom or 
180’ minimum depth law.  
      
Santa Barbara Island (SBI); Water temperature at SBI has been jumping all around two 
months ago the water jumped up over 62 degrees for a week or so and a few hunters had 
some great luck on big YT, but after the water temperature dropped that presence vanished. 
Currently SBI is being very fickle but with water temperatures stabilizing things should get 
better. Kelp has appeared in places which have not had kelp in over a decade again. 
Hopefully the return of the massive kelp beds at SBI will return again in full force. 
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Northern Report 
 
Santa Rosa Island (SRI); The WSB bite disappeared last week when the water turned over 
and the water temperature dropped down to 51, the squid disappeared as well. The squid 
showed up at the along the coast last week but the commercial guys wrapped them up in just 
2 nights. It is too bad something can’t be done about these commercial over harvesters. They 
take over 90% of our recourses. Many times they move in on a nice accumulation of life and 
after the dust settles all the fish are in their fish holds. It is tremendously disturbing when 
they net up all the bait like squid, sardines, mackerel etc.   
 
Santa Cruz Island (SCZI); Water is clearing at Yellow Banks to Cat Rock with several WSB 
seen and a few over 40 lb. were taken from the Y.B. kelp area. 
 
Anacapa Island (ACI); Water temps went up to 59-63 degrees. Big mossback Yellows are 
showing on the back side of Anacapa with the average fish 30-40 pounds. There was a 35 lb. 
YT taken and some breezers were spotted last week. However, no real bite has developed 
yet. 

 
Northern Coast (NC); Water has been cold and dirty but the near impossible happened when  
Andy Taylor speared the 6th largest WSB in underwater spearfishing history. To view a list 
of all 70+ lb. WSB ever taken by spear go to the web link below. 
 
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/history/index.php?id=11  
 
Look for big halibut in the pre-spawn depth 50-80 feet and it looks good for the upcoming 
full moon week if the wind and water temperature conditions give us a break. It’s a good bet 
that next week the WSB and halibut will go on a big bite as the tides and moon cycles are 
lining up nicely.  
 

  

http://www.underwaterhunters.com/history/index.php?id=11
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Temperature (Surface Water)  
 

 
 
One of the most important factors of fish behavior is water temperature. It’s important to 
monitor not only the temperature but the temperature trend. Up trends usually promote 
fish activity and cooling tends usually promote fish inactivity. Keep these trend rules in 
mind when trying to predict fish patterns and activities. 
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Chlorophyll (Water Clarity)  
 

 
 

The above image was taken by satellite and shows the chlorophyll content in the surface 
water off southern California. This is a new service offered by Terrafin and is a valuable 
asset when trying to determine water clarity in diving locations off shore. Terrafin is a 
subscription service and the link is featured in the links of the month in this report.  
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Hunting Hints of the Month 
 

Hunting WSB Rules of Thumb 
 

I have listed a few rules of thumb which pay major dividends when hunting WSB. 
Keep in mind these are only rules of thumb and are not 100%. 
1. WSB are more sensitive in murky water and more relaxed in clear water. 
2. WSB are more sensitive in turbulent inshore water conditions. 
3. Artificial croaking may attract WSB if done correctly.  
4. Larger female WSB show earlier in the spring than male WSB. 
5. Male and female WSB congregate in groups during the rut and spawn.  
6. Large female WSB disappear after the spawn leaving only male WSB inshore. 
7. WSB move into shallow water when they spawn.    
8. WSB may spawn several times each year.  
9. The only predictable spawning time is in the spring. 
10. When in the rut WSB are easier to approach.  
11.  Incongruent sound & movements frighten WSB making them harder to approach. 
12.  Incoming or high tides are better than outgoing or low tide for hunting WSB. 
13.  Early morning and late afternoon are typically more productive times to hunt 
WSB. 
 
Following the above rules will produce better results when hunting WSB. It may be 
necessary to tweak the above rules a little until you identify your own hunting 
strategy.  
 
Understand the above rules are only guidelines; you will need to develop your own 
hunting strategies that work for you. Good luck hunting the big WSB.  
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Tides & Currents 
Look at the following tide days & wave charts for favorable underwater hunting tide/current 
conditions for hunting species like White Seabass; 
 
Remember different species favor different current conditions so not all tide cycles and 
currents conditions are desirable for all species.  
 
Grunion runs are predicted to be from June 8th – 11th and the 23rd – 26th. Reference the 
following web site for future Grunion runs;  http://www.dfg.ca.gov/mrd/gruschd.html#runs  
 
 

 
June 1st through June 3rd  
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June 15th through June 18th   

 
 

 
June 27th through June 30th   

 
While most months have two favorable underwater hunting tide/current cycles this month 
has three. The following web link below lists the favorable tide/current cycles for 
underwater hunters for the entire years.  
 
http://www.underwaterhunters.com/information/index.php?id=14  

http://www.underwaterhunters.com/information/index.php?id=14
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Arizona River Tournament (Terry Lentz) 
 

2005 GREAT COLORADO RIVER UNDERWATER 
SPEARFISHING DERBY 

 
Where: At the camping Pavilions one quarter mile south of the fish hatchery at Willow 
Beach, Arizona about 11 miles south of Hoover Dam.  
  
When: Saturday, November 5th. Contest starts at 8:30 AM ends at 1:30 PM.  
 
Entry fee: $30.00  
 
Prizes: Cash with $10 of entry fee reserved for tournament permit, and Bar-B-Que, $20 per 
diver will be appropriated for the derby prizes, with 60% to the winner, 25% to second, and 
15% to the third place diver. 
 
Rules: Striped bass and Carp are to be taken. No Catfish, Bass, Trout or Endangered 
Humpback Chub. 
 
Two Entry Categories: There will be two fish categories listed below. 
Striped Bass; only Striped bass are eligible in this category with one fish per diver being 
weighed.  
Competitive; Carp and Stripers are eligible in this category. Stripers speared in this category 
will not be eligible for Striper awards unless entered in Striper category as well.     
 
Point system for competitive category: One point per pound and one point per fish, no size 
limit and no quantity limit, except Arizona F&G limitations on the taking of Striped bass 
over 20” (1). Keep the fish you want the balance will be donated to a charitable institution.   
  
Diving area: From the Department of Homeland security buoys south of Hoover Dam to the 
Department of Homeland security buoys north of Davis Dam (approx. 52 miles with about 
130 miles of shoreline).   
 
Diving platforms: Free swimming with diver flag, Paddle Board, Kayak, or boat.  
 
Striped bass note: the absolute best striper area is from the meet check in / weigh-in area at 
the camping pavilions north 600 hundred yards out side the fish hatcheries buoys. This 15’-
20’ deep area is most effectively hunted buy free swimming with a float and divers flag.  
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Horsepower limitation set by Department of Homeland security from Willow Beach to 
Hoover Dam: 65 HP. No limit on HP on boats working from Willow Beach to Davis Dam.  
 
Practical note: HUGE quantities of fish have been taken within two miles of Willow Beach 
in previous tournaments. 
  
Things you don’t want to think about doing.   
#1: dive within the buoys surrounding Willow Beach Harbor or the Fish Hatchery. Penalties: 
Disqualification from the tournament and possible fines by US Park Service.  
 
#2: Shooting the endangered Humpback Chub, a distinctive, easy to identify fish with a 
prominent hump on its back. Penalties: Disqualification for the tournament and possible 
forfeiture of your boat, gear and perhaps cohones by the US Park Service.  
 
Degree of difficulty to win this Tournament: On par with a US National Championship.  
 
Diving conditions expected: 30 to 50 foot visibility, vast quantities of fish, 5 mil wetsuit 
water temperature, windless, cloudless, with air temperature of about 80 degrees. 

Do you want to go one on one with some of the best United States underwater spearfishing 
competitors? Want to see what you are made of? You will find out in this tournament. 
 
See you there      
Terry Lentz 
 
Below are a few photos of the April 2005 Arizona underwater spearfishing championships.   
Any questions can be directed to Terry at tnjlentz@juno.com.  
  

     
Mike Mcguire & (winner) Brandon Wahler                               Point Results                                     Arizona Meet Perpetual Trophy 

mailto:tnjlentz@juno.com
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Science (Are Gulf Groupers Endangered??????)  
 

Photo/Study By: Dr. Mark Steele 
Study Title: Are Gulf Groupers Endangered? 
Species: Gulf Grouper (Myctenoperca jordani)  

 

   

 
  Mature Gulf Grouper Showing Off 

 
Are gulf groupers endangered? No, but they are considered vulnerable. In this article, I intend to 
explain what that means and why you should care. 
 
First, what does vulnerable mean? A group of well-respected fish biologists spent several years 
synthesizing information on marine fish to determine how likely different species were to go 
extinct in the near future. They came up with 5 terms to describe the risk of extinction: 
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endangered (high risk of extinction within years), threatened (high risk of extinction within 
decades), vulnerable, conservation dependent, and not at risk.  These are listed from high to 
low risk of extinction. A vulnerable species is one that’s at risk of becoming threatened or 
endangered. 
  
Why are gulf groupers vulnerable to extinction?  It boils down to their biology. First, like all 
big reef fish, there aren’t very many of them and there never were many compared to schooling 
species (e.g., like Tuna, Yellowtail, or White Seabass) or small reef fish. This means that each 
grouper killed represents a relatively large fraction of the population that’s just been killed.  
Also, they are slow to reach sexual maturity. Research I’ve done shows that it takes about 8 
years for gulf grouper to reach maturity (compared to, for example, 2 years for yellowtail). This 
late maturity slows the rate at which dead individuals can be replaced. To compound problems, 
gulf grouper get fairly old.  An 80 pounder is usually around 16 years old and can be as old as 
25 years.  One hundred pounders are normally in their 20’s. No one has aged one of the real 
monsters, say over 150 pounds, but based on the ages reached by other groupers, they probably 
reach up to 40 years. That means that it takes a long time to replace a big grouper when it’s 
killed.  
 
The way that gulf groupers reproduce also makes them vulnerable. They spawn in aggregations, 
like many other groupers. Some of you have seen these spawning aggregations without 
knowing it. In spring, gulf groupers get together to reproduce. In decades past, I’ve seen 
spawning groups of up to 100 gulf groupers. You won’t aggregations that large anymore. This 
spawning behavior explains why you can see many grouper at a spot in spring, but go back in 
the summer and find only one or two, or none. The fish in the spawning group probably come 
from miles to these underwater orgies. In a different grouper species, the Nassau grouper, one 
individual traveled 100 miles to get to the spawning aggregation. 
 
Why do spawning aggregations put gulf groupers at risk? Mainly because once people figure 
out where they are, the spawning groupers are sitting ducks, and are heavily targeted by 
commercial and recreational fishermen. You know your favorite grouper spot in the Sea of 
Cortez that you go to in spring? Yeah, that’s a spawning aggregation and you just disrupted it.  
Recent research indicates that many spawning aggregations have already been destroyed. 
 
Are gulf groupers going to go extinct in our lifetime? I doubt it, but they might become so rare 
that you’d be hard pressed to find one. It’s already a sad state of affairs that you have to know a 
“secret spot” in Baja to see these magnificent predators with any regularity. Do you want to 
make things worse by killing more gulf grouper? 
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Am I saying that we spearfishermen are the problem? Well, we certainly aren’t part of the 
solution unless we decide to leave the big boys alone. Gulf grouper are one of the few species I 
know of for which you can make a pretty convincing argument that spearfishing has played a 
major role in their decline. Much of the problem has been caused by commercial 
spearfishermen using hooka and lights to spear groupers in caves at night. But “recreational” 
spearfishermen have played a part. Years ago, for example, some of the grouper holes near San 
Carlos on the mainland side were essentially cleaned out by gringo spearfishermen who would 
return home and sell their catch in the states.   
 
With the gulf grouper population a shadow of what is once was, you should think very carefully 
about whether you want to shoot these fish. Obviously, it’s a personal decision, but it reflects on 
all of us. I’m done shooting them. 
 
Will you be destroying the population of grouper if you shoot one? No – but you won’t be 
helping it any, so make sure you have a good reason for pulling the trigger. If you think you 
impressing your peers, you’re not. They’re not hard to shoot. The real challenge is getting them 
out of the cave that they almost invariably hole up in. I’ve found trying to take good photos of 
them a much more rewarding challenge. 
 

    
    Three Large Gulf Grouper  

 
A special goes to Dr. Mark Steele for sharing his wonderful photos of our long lived and 
healthy Baja marine neighbors. His images are all-star quality indeed.   
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***Best Dentist in the World*** 
Dr. Chuck P. Tozzer DDS 

Dr. Tozzers staff sets the standard with a relaxed family like office 
atmosphere. At Dr. Tozzers office you are treated like a friend or 

family member rather than a patent. This unique relaxed 
atmosphere makes for a pleasant dental experience. Dr. Tozzer has 
been my dentist for years, I never knew how pleasant a dental visit 
could be until Dr. Tozzer became my dentist. Call Dr. Tozzer for 

your next dentist appointment, you never had it so good.  
Contact Dr. Tozzer at; 

949-857-1270 
 
 

It’s time to save big bucks on your phone bill 
***Unlimited Broadband Phone Service US & Canada*** 

Only $19.95 Per Month 
If you are like me and paying way to much for local and or long 

distance residential phone service this may be time to switch. I switched 
and now I can call anywhere in the US or Canada for unlimited 

minutes for only $19.95 per month. This is both local and long distance 
service for half what I was paying for just local service. Log onto the 
web site below and check it out. It is perhaps the best deal in phone 

service ever. You can keep your existing phone number as well.  
 

http://sutherland.packet8.net/  

http://sutherland.packet8.net/
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***** Please send Photos / Stories ***** 
Underwater photos are especially nice 

If you have any ideas or want to add anything to this report please contact me at  
714-969-1681 or skiphellen@earthlink.net

I will keep your information as confidential as you wish 
 

I would like to extend a special thanks to all who have contributed to this report. Your 
input has been greatly appreciated. Because of your contribution this report continues 
to improve each month. I believe this report is the best report thus far. Rest assured we 

are making every effort to produce the finest report of its kind in the world today. 
With your help we will accomplish our goal. 

 

 ENJOY! 
 

Be safe, good luck, good hunting and good fishing 

The key is to be with the sea 
Skip Hellen 

mailto:skiphellen@earthlink.net
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